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The Alençon race flown in late May brought heartbreak to one fancier
and a sense of euphoric disbelief to another. How so, you may ask? Well
when the initial result was published it looked as if Champion Cracker, a
yearling blue pied cock raced by Plymouth fancier Steve Luscombe,
would win his second National race of the season as Cracker had already
been triumphant in the BICC Falaise National two weeks earlier.
However, on checking the phone verification times a clerical error was
found that had occurred when transcribing the original phone message.
As a result, Steve Luscombe and Champion Cracker were unfortunately
denied their record-breaking performance, being relegated to 3rd Open,
and the winner proved to be a pigeon raced by Les Fry of Dorchester
which had been provisionally placed 2nd in the race behind Champion
Cracker.
This is the story of Les Fry’s involvement with the sport of pigeon

racing, a relatively short time, but one in which the name of Fry has
already appeared twice at the top of a BICC National result. Les started
a loft of his own only in the 2004 season, although his stepson, Phil
Hoddinott, had kept pigeons at their previous home during the 1980s. In
his early years Les had helped a local pigeon fancier named Sharman for
a short time but, as he admits, he understood next to nothing at that time
regarding the conditioning of racing pigeons.
The first loft was a Blake’s, which still stands in the garden and has

been adapted to suit the present-day needs. Management in the early

days was kept very simple and Les’s attitude to the day-to-day running of
the lofts has not changed much: good food and clean water applied to
good, honest pigeons should ensure good results. The present loft set-
up comprises two lofts. The first is for natural pigeons and measures 24ft
x 15ft with a flat roof and polycarbonate front for easy maintenance. This
loft has three sections, one for the natural pigeons, another for the 40 or
so young birds and the third section separating the old and young bird
sections is fitted out with four nest boxes for stock birds. The second loft,
used for the widowhood team, measures 24ft x 20ft and has a tiled,
pitched roof. It has two sections to the front for 24 widowhood cocks with
a corridor in the middle. Behind the widowhood cocks section is a store
room/widowhood hens section and another section for four pairs of stock
birds. The lofts face east and are sited at the bottom of Les’s garden
which adjoins stepson Phil’s garden, so there is plenty of room for
expansion should the need arise. 
The lofts are cleaned three times each week. However, all nest boxes

are fitted with an electrical automatic cleaning system to make
management easier. In the past Les has kept too many stock birds but
this year has cut down to four stock pairs. He started the season with 24
widowhood cocks and 12 pairs of natural. He also hopes to limit his
young bird team to 70 or so babies. 
Over the last few years the Fry team of old bird racers has been raced

on the natural system but this year he has tried his hand at widowhood
racing with a team of yearlings which up to the present time have
achieved some good results in the Nationals, including 1st National
Alençon. 
The stock birds are generally mated in January followed by the racers

in February. However, those pigeons wanted for the longer races are
generally mated later on in the year. In the month before old bird racing
begins Les tries to get in as many 30-mile tosses as possible. This year
he was unable to do this due to persistent peregrine and sparrowhawk
attacks. Training during the season is not extensive but Les does try to
get at least one toss a week of around 30 miles into the naturals. Despite
the attentions of the local raptor population the pigeons tend to fly around
the home loft for at least one hour with very little encouragement.
Nevertheless, if the pigeons become lazy they are forced to fly. This
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Les and family after their BICC Alençon win. 1st BICC Alençon for Les Fry of Dorchester.
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home exercise takes place whatever the
weather conditions. As Les does not belong to
any local club all his attention is focused on
National racing so he aims to get the race team
as fit as possible before the National race
programmes start.
The young birds get at least 20 step tosses

before their first race which is always a National.
He likes each young bird to have two National
races in their first season but doesn’t really try to
get the young birds to perform successfully, only
gain some experience for later in their racing
careers. As a result of this fairly laid-back
approach to young bird racing the babies are
trained and raced on the natural system.
The widowhood cocks are fed individually in

their nest boxes with a handful of seed per
pigeon. The stock birds are hopper fed, as are
the natural racers which have food available at
all times. All feed is bought at the local corn
store, C. C. Moores of Stallbridge, the main feed
being Versele-Laga with barley added as and
when Les thinks the birds need it. Tic beans are
added to the mix for the longer races. Les does
not have a specific medication programme but
does treat occasionally for cocci, canker, worms
etc. He also uses a multivitamin in the water on
race return. Other than that it’s good food and
clean water for the rest of the time.
The pigeons of Uxbridge fancier Gary Inkley

have had a major influence on the building of the
present-day, double-National-winning team. To
this base Les has added birds from Bob
McDonald of Fraserburgh and Machiel Buijk of
Holland with a few Kor van Domelen pigeons thrown into the melting pot
for good measure. The pigeons at stock are very inbred so Les likes to
cross each cock and hen from the different families, e.g. a Gary Inkley
pigeon to a Bob McDonald pigeon and a Machiel Buijk pigeon to a Kor
Van Dommelen etc. Les has been greatly helped by a fancier who he
regards as one of the best in the UK, Gary Inkley, who has won many top
National positions over the years and has helped Les by providing top-
class stock birds and advice over the last few seasons.

Many prizes have been won over the past few years including winning
the BICC Saran race in 2009 against an entry of 3,905 pigeons. This was
the loft’s first National win. Les has won many Section prizes but to win
the BICC National in the first year of joining was a dream come true.
Winning the BICC for the second time in the Alençon race this year is the
icing on the cake as far as Les is concerned. Two National wins with the
BICC in three seasons is a remarkable achievement.
Amongst his top performers are: Carly’s Girl, 1st BICC Saran 2009,

and Albert’s Boy 1st BICC Alençon 2012. Les has also won 1st, 2nd and
3rd Section prizes in NFC, CSCFC and BBC races but those two pigeons
are regarded by Les as his best performance pigeons.
On the future of the sport Les feels: ‘We should promote the sport

through the media and concentrate on school visits. However, I believe
that the sport has become expensive and the younger fancier cannot
afford the cost so perhaps the sport should look at some kind of
sponsorship for younger fanciers. I also believe that every pigeon auction
carried out in the UK and on the Blackpool Show weekend for foreign
fanciers should be charged a levy. This would give the sport an income
for the support of these young fanciers. I would like to thank the BICC for
this report and for looking after the pigeons and keeping them in such
good order throughout their races. Keep up the good work.’ 
That just leaves me to congratulate both Les and stepson Phil on a

wonderful start in the sport and to wish them every success in the future.
GARETH WATKINS

Les Fry's loft.

The widowhood section at Les Fry's loft.Les holding his 1st BICC Saran and 1st BICC Alençon winners.


